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Abstract
Purpose of Review Tropical cyclones (TCs) are strongly influenced by the large-scale environment of the tropics and will,
therefore, be modified by climate changes. Numerical simulations designed to understand the sensitivities of TCs to environ-
mental changes have typically followed one of two approaches: single-storm domain sizes with convection-permitting resolution
and uniform thermal boundary conditions or comprehensive global high-resolution (about 50 km in the horizontal) atmospheric
general circulation model (GCM) simulations. The approaches reviewed here rest between these two and are an important
component of hierarchical modelling of the atmosphere: aquaplanet TC simulations.
Recent Findings Idealized model configurations have revealed controls on equilibrium TC size in large-domain simulations of
rotating radiative-convective equilibrium. Simulations that include differential rotation (spherical geometry) but retain uniform
thermal forcing have revealed a new mechanism of TC propagation change via storm-scale dynamics and show a poleward shift
in genesis in response to warming. Simulations with Earth-like meridional thermal forcing gradients have isolated competing
influences on TC genesis via shifts in the atmospheric general circulation and the temperature dependence of TC genesis in the
absence of mean circulation changes.
Summary Aquaplanet simulations of TCs with variants that include or inhibit certain processes have recently emerged as a
research methodology that has advanced the understanding of the climatic controls on TC activity. Looking forward, idealized
boundary condition model configurations can be used as a bridge between GCM resolution and convection-permitting resolution
models and as a tool for identifying additional mechanisms through which climate changes influence TC activity.
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Introduction

Tropical cyclones (TCs, also known as hurricanes and ty-
phoons) are a destructive component of the climate system.
Given their importance, both observational analyses and nu-
merical simulations of TCs are valuable research approaches
[1•]. There is a longstanding desire to perform initialized, real-
time forecasts to enable accurate prediction of TC track and
intensity to minimize the loss of human life and property dam-

age from these powerful storms. Numerical simulation has
also been used for many decades to do process studies, de-
signed to elucidate the fundamental controls on TCs (e.g., [2]).

Anthropogenic climate change provides an important mo-
tivation to identify how a warming tropical environment af-
fects TCs. Given the well-documented environmental controls
on TCs’ intensity, genesis, and tracks, climate model projec-
tions of future climates inform expectations for future TC
activity. There is a consensus expectation about the projection
for the maximum intensity, based on a combination of phys-
ical modelling and theory. Other measures of TC activity,
however, have larger uncertainty. An illustrative example
arises when trying to solely use observational estimates from
today’s climate together with information about climate
change obtained from coupled model simulations for TC gen-
esis: different environmental genesis indices may be equally
consistent with today’s climate yet project different changes in
future TC genesis. For example, Vecchi et al. (2008) [3] show
that different indices based on sea surface temperature (SST)
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provide plausible reconstructions of historical TC activity, yet
divergent future projections. Likewise, multivariate genesis
indices can have different weights of positive (humidity) and
negative (vertical wind shear) variables or somewhat different
variables (such as measures of tropospheric humidity) that
lead to different projections for the future (e.g., [4–6]). This
suggests a need to go beyond empirical approaches and high-
lights the importance of physical models of the tropical
atmosphere.

General circulation model (GCM) simulations of TC activ-
ity have improved since the mid-2000s (e.g., [7–11, 12•]).
These simulations typically have reasonable geographic and
seasonal distributions of TC genesis and therefore global TC
number. They also simulate outer TC size that compares well
with observations [13]. However, their intensity distributions
are sensitive to convective and other sub-grid scale parame-
terization [14, 15] and are biased low at readily achievable
resolutions (∼ 50 km), with improve distributions as horizon-
tal resolution increases [e.g., 16]. This suggests that the pro-
cesses controlling TC genesis and TC intensity are not inti-
mately linked, and the genesis investigations in TC-permitting
GCMs have led to the expectation of fewer TCs in a warmed
future climate [10, 17], though the mechanism for this reduc-
tion is not fully understood.

Contemporaneously, climate change–motivated single-TC
simulations furthered the understanding of environmental
controls on intensification (e.g., 18–20]). These simulations
often use idealized boundary conditions (BCs) of doubly pe-
riodic f -plane geometry with a homogeneous thermal forcing
(prescribed uniform SST, in particular), run at sufficiently
high, Bcloud-resolving model^ (CRM) resolution (∼ 1km )
to capture storm intensity (Fig. 1a). These studies illustrate
the value of idealized BCs in understanding how TC intensi-
fication changes with the mean thermodynamic environment
of the tropics. It is then natural to adopt a similar, idealized BC
approach in GCMs.

The canonical simplification to atmospheric GCMs, which
has been used extensively to examine large-scale climate
changes, is to simplify the lower BC to that of a water-
covered surface or Baquaplanet.^ This is typically done in a
manner that eliminates zonal asymmetries (Fig. 1d). Given the
climate’s dominant variations are in latitude, this is a useful
framework to understand the response of the Hadley circula-
tion, extratropical storm tracks, the meridional structure of
temperature, and the zonal-mean precipitation to climate
changes (e.g., [21–24]). The extent to which this is a useful
simulation framework to understand climate influences on
TCs is, perhaps, less obvious. Regionally specific aspects of
the controls on TCs (e.g., the relationship to African easterly
waves) will be altered or eliminated by the use of aquaplanet
BCs. However, there are successful applications of aquaplanet
simulations of TCs—similar to CRM simulations of a single
TC—that are valuable for a range of specific TC-climate

research questions. The aim of this review is to highlight suc-
cessful uses of aquaplanet simulations for TC research and
outline future promising directions using this approach. In
particular, comparisons of idealized BCs between CRM sim-
ulations and GCM simulations is a promising avenue of eval-
uating GCM parameterizations.

In what follows, we review the choices of simulation do-
main and BCs that have been used for TC aquaplanet simula-
tions (BSimulation Domain and Boundary Conditions^).
Then, we review the recent scientific results that have been
obtained using this approach (BRecent Scientific Results^).
Last, we discuss the outlook for this research approach and
suggest promising future directions (BOutlook^).

Simulation Domain and Boundary Conditions

Simulation Domain and Thermal Forcing

Earth’s rotation is critical to TCs, as is clear from the absence
of near-equator TCs (e.g., [25]). Therefore, the minimal sim-
ulation domain is to have a non-zero, but constant Coriolis
parameter: f -plane geometry (Fig. 1a and b). For small do-
mains, a single TC is simulated and many studies consider the
intensification in initial value problem simulations (e.g.,
18–20, 26–28]), and these simulations are critical in develop-
ing and evaluating theories for the dynamics of individual TCs
[reviewed by 29]. There are also single-TC simulations of
longer time integrations [e.g., 30–32], which connects the
single-TC research to the boundary value problem calcula-
tions performed with large-domain rotating radiative-
convective equilibrium (RCE). As the domain size is in-
creased to those comparable to Earth’s surface area, multiple
TCs are simultaneously simulated (Fig. 1b), and when run to a
statistical steady state with uniform thermal forcing, this is a
rotating RCE. The BLarge-Domain, Rotating Radiative
Convective Equilibrium^ section reviews large-domain rotat-
ing RCE simulation results.

Earth’s spherical geometry leads to two fundamental inho-
mogeneities for climate. First, the projection of Earth’s spin
axis into the component normal to the surface—determining
the Coriolis force acting on the horizontal wind—varies with
latitude (Fig. 2a). This gives rise to the β effect, i.e., the north–
south variation of the Coriolis parameter f, which has funda-
mental dynamical consequences for TC storm motion and
tracks (Fig. 2b and c). A configuration that is a step toward
comprehensive simulations of Earth’s atmosphere from large-
domain rotating RCE is then spherical geometry with uniform
thermal forcing (Fig. 1c). The BSpherical Geometry With
Uniform Thermal Forcing^ section reviews the results of sim-
ulations in this configuration.

Earth’s spherical geometry also leads to the dependence of
the solar zenith angle on latitude (Fig. 3a), giving rise to
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equator-to-pole insolation (Δs) and temperature contrasts.
Insolation gradients may take the form of perpetual equinox
conditions and include the diurnal cycle (e.g., [33]) or idealized
meridional distributions that approximate the annual mean in-
solation and are time-independent (e.g., [34]). Enabling these
thermodynamic and concomitant dynamic inhomogeneities
(e.g., vertical wind shear in thermal wind balance with meridi-
onal temperature gradients) that suppress extratropical TC ac-
tivity [4, 35] leads to BEarth-like^ aquaplanets (Fig. 1d). The
BEarth-Like Aquaplanets^ section reviews TC-permitting sim-
ulation results in this configuration.

This series of model configurations was outlined in the
review of Jeevanjee et al. [36•] as a possible Belegant tropical
model hierarchy.^ Hierarchical modelling of the atmosphere,
with an emphasis on larger scales, has also been recently
reviewed by [37]. Model hierarchies often prove to be useful
when they are used across a range of scientific questions [38],
so while we review TC research here, there are a broader range
of fundamental questions of tropical climate that the same
configurations can be used to address (BOutlook^).

We focus on results performed across this hierarchy of
simulation configurations performed with the Geophysical
Fluid Dynamics Laboratory’s High-Resolution Atmospheric
Model (HiRAM) GCM, which has a high-quality simulation
of climatological, interannual, and interdecadal TC activity in
comprehensive BC simulations with prescribed, interannually

varying, observed SST [9, public release available at https://
www.gfdl.noaa.gov/hiram-quickstart/]. The observational
evaluation of comprehensive BC simulations is a critical
step in working with a model hierarchy and is one that
should be undertaken with global CRMs as they emerge.
HiRAM is a GCM with which simulations in all
configurations described have been performed. Where
possible, we compare with CRM or other high-resolution
GCM results in these configurations.

Lower Boundary Condition

An aquaplanet BC is a water-covered, saturated surface. The
lower surface BC can either have a prescribed SST [33] or a
slab ocean BC (e.g., [43, 44]). Prescribed SST BCs have the
virtue that they can be used to isolate differences in the atmo-
spheric simulations and are therefore routinely used in model
intercomparisons, including aquaplanet fifth phase of the
coupled model intercomparison project CMIP5 simulation de-
sign [45, 46] and the high-resolution GCM intercomparison
described in Walsh et al. [47]. This has been used as a lower
BC in Earth-like aquaplanet TC-permitting GCM simulations
by Li et al. [48] and Ballinger et al. [34].

Slab ocean BCs allow the SST to respond to turbulent
surface fluxes and radiative fluxes, thereby closing the surface
energy budget without unphysical implied fluxes. This has

Fig. 1 Domains and thermal
forcing for idealized tropical
cyclone model configurations.
Uniform thermal forcing, doubly
periodic, constant Coriolis
parameter (f -plane) rotating
configurations for a small and b
large domains, which form
rotating radiative-convective
equilibria for long time
integrations. Spherical geometry
domains, where β = ∂yf≠ 0 with c
uniform and d Earth-like thermal
forcing (meridional insolation
gradient Δs≠ 0) with shading
indicating surface temperature
(yellow indicating warmer
temperature than blue). Note the
TC size is exaggerated compared
to the domain size in these
schematics
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been used in aquaplanet GCM simulations of TCs by Merlis
et al. [40], Viale and Merlis [41], and Zhou et al. [49]. The
turbulent latent heat fluxes are critical to TC intensification
and can reach large values (order 1000Wm− 2) near the TC
center [50]. This is a cooling tendency on the surface that
prescribed SSTsimulations neglect [a sensitivity systematical-
ly examined in slab ocean simulations of large-domain rotat-
ing RCE in 49]. However, the slab ocean BC is assumed to
have an infinite diffusivity and therefore vertically uniform
temperature, which precludes the mixing effects of TC stirring
cold water up from the subsurface ocean [e.g., 51, 52].

Recent Scientific Results

Large-Domain, Rotating Radiative Convective
Equilibrium

There have been many initial value problem calculations with
small domains (≈ 1000km; Fig. 1a) with convection-permitting
resolution (CRMs). These typically have prescribed SST and
are integrated for ≈ 10 days, as is relevant for TC intensification
from an initial vortex (e.g., [19]). The climate complement of
this calculation is a boundary value problem, integrated to a

statistically steady state (≈ 100 days) with a domain that is
sufficiently large (≈ 10,000 km; Fig. 1b) to enable the simula-
tion of multiple TCs [pioneered by 53]. Large-domain rotating
RCE simulations have been performed with both GCM (e.g.,
[53, 54]) and CRM [55] resolution, though Khairoutdinov and
Emanuel [55] increased the Coriolis parameter by about an
order of magnitude to allow multiple TCs in a smaller domain.
A variant of large-domain rotating RCE has been performed
with spherical-domain GCMswith the Coriolis parameter is set
to a uniform value at all latitudes [56, a configuration with an
inconsistency in angular momentum conservation, Fig. 2a].
This may be an easier configuration to set up in spherical ge-
ometry GCM dynamical cores than rotating RCE with
Cartesian f -plane geometry and plausibly does not distort TC
dynamics. Note, however, that this is a distinct configuration
from the spherical geometry with uniform thermal forcing con-
figuration described in BSpherical Geometry With Uniform
Thermal Forcing.^

In large-domain, rotating RCE simulations, TCs develop
and fill the domain. The statistical equilibrium is one of infre-
quent genesis and lysis. The dry, subsiding region away from
the TCs is a thermodynamic barrier that may inhibit TC–TC
interactions like mergers. The scientific questions that have
been addressed include the equilibrium TC size and intensity,

Fig. 2 Spherical geometry with
uniform thermal forcing simulates
the effects on tropical cyclones of
the inhomogeneous Coriolis
parameter. a Coriolis parameter’s
latitudinal variation, the β-effect.
b The β-drift mechanism for
westward and poleward TC
propagation, where H and L are
regions of high and low relative
vorticity induced by the
conservation of absolute vorticity.
c The average track of a spherical
geometry GCM simulation with
uniform thermal forcing follows
β-drift’s poleward and westward
trajectory (reprinted from [39]). d,
e Polar projection of
instantaneous surface windspeed
for two SSTs (reprinted from
[40∙]) with 30∘ latitude circles
indicated with dotted lines
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with a focus on SSTand Coriolis parameter (i.e., rotation rate)
sensitivity. TC size and intensity increase with temperature.
As f increases, the TC size decreases and the intensity in-
creases. The TC size roughly scale with both the deformation
radiusNHf− 1, where N is the buoyancy frequency andH is the
troposphere depth, and the length scale given by the ratio of
TC potential intensity (PI) VPI to f (Held and Zhao [53],
though Zhou et al. [54] have distinguished inner and outer
TC sizes). These sensitivities are qualitatively consistent with
two dimensional, single-TC simulations [31]; however,
Chavas and Emanuel [31] distinguished between the PI length
scale and deformation radius in simulations with altered radi-
ative cooling, and the PI scale was found to be consistent with
the numerical simulation results.

The extent to which large-domain rotating RCE’s sensitivi-
ties are relevant for Earth’s climate, such as anthropogenic
warming, is unclear because the equilibrium takes a fairly long
time to establish and the environment is strongly modified by

the TCs themselves (e.g., the tropospheric humidity distribution
differs from small-domain RCE or comprehensive GCM sim-
ulations of Earth). These differences motivate a careful analysis
of spherical domain simulations, where TCs can propagate,
leaving the genesis environment to be restored by non-TC con-
vective, radiative, and dynamical tendencies (Fig. 1c).

Spherical Geometry With Uniform Thermal Forcing

Spherical (or β-plane) geometry introduces dynamical effects
arising from the non-uniform Coriolis parameter. The nonlin-
ear self-advection of tropical cyclones or Bβ drift^ accounts
for the poleward and westward TC propagation that is a ubiq-
uitous feature of TC tracks [57]. The relative vorticity pertur-
bations induced by absolute vorticity conservation (equiva-
lently, barotropic potential vorticity conservation) of the pole-
ward vs. equatorward flowing air gives rise to secondary cir-
culation tendencies that induce a poleward and westward TC

Fig. 3 Earth-like thermal forcing generates mean circulations that affect
TCs and their response to climate changes. a Insolation’s latitudinal
variation. b Schematic of the zonal-mean overturning circulation
(Hadley) with TC genesis on the poleward edge of the ITCZ. c
Instantaneous surface wind speed (colors) and precipitation rate (blue
contour of 15mmday− 1, reprinted from [41]). d Global number of TCs
in slab ocean simulations of radiatively forced climate changes with un-
changed ocean heat transport vs ITCZ latitude with solar constant S0 in

Wm− 2 (reprinted from [42]). e Aquaplanet GCM simulation TC tracks
and zonal-mean precipitation and genesis frequency (reprinted from
[42]). f Global number of TCs in slab ocean simulations with radiatively
forced climate changes and perturbed ocean heat transport vs. ITCZ lat-
itude, with Q0 value indicated the magnitude of prescribed ocean heat
transport convergence with downward arrows indicating the estimate that
warmed climates have 10% K− 1 fewer TCs than corresponding control
climates with similar ITCZ position (reprinted from [42])
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motion (Fig. 2b). Therefore, spherical or β-plane geometry
with uniform thermal forcing is the minimal simulation con-
figuration that allows for TC propagation away from the gen-
esis region, while retaining the homogeneous BCs for thermo-
dynamic variables. The first published study that analyzed
TCs in this configuration was Shi and Bretherton [39], who
showed the typical TC track underwent β drift all the way to
the pole (Fig. 2c)! The resulting turbulent equilibrium is one
where TCs densely populate a polar cap (Fig. 2d, e), and there
are frequent TC–TC interactions (including the BFujiwhara
effect^ of co-rotation, animation available here https://
vimeo.com/159153890) with merger events that are more
common than in large-domain rotating RCE.

This simulation configuration had previously been used to
examine Hadley circulations in the regime where the axisym-
metric theories [58] do not support overturning circulations
because of the absence of meridional thermal gradients
[59–61]. Note that we avoid using the term Bglobal RCE^
for this configuration, as the simulated time-mean divergent
circulations (e.g., Fig. 2 of [62]) affect the troposphere’s ener-
gy balance, though other authors have used this term to de-
scribe this model configuration. Subsequent to Shi and
Bretherton [39], Merlis et al. [40•] showed the temperature
sensitivity of the number, intensity, and genesis rate in this
configuration. These were compared to the large-domain ro-
tating RCE f -plane simulations of Zhou et al. [54], and many
of the sensitivities qualitatively carry over. For example,
Merlis et al. [40•] found that there were fewer TCs with
warming, a sensitivity also found in another GCM [63], and
that the genesis rate decreased with warming. Chavas and
Reed [64•] systematically varied rotation rate and planet radi-
us to more thoroughly assess the extent to which f -plane
sensitivities carry over to spherical geometry. The TC
pressure-wind relationship in this configuration has also been
compared with a comprehensively configured GCM and ob-
servations, and there is consistency with a theoretical relation-
ship based on gradient wind balance that holds across the
model hierarchy and in observations [65•]. A new scientific
result was that the TC propagation speed, via β drift, increased
with warming [40•]. The increased β drift with warming arises
from both larger storm radius and intensity (Fig. 2d and e).
This increased β drift with warming has also been found in
single-TC, convection-permitting simulations [Chapter 3 of
66]. The observed slowdown in TC propagation [67] is affect-
ed by steering wind changes of the larger-scale atmospheric
circulation, and this discrepancy is suggestive that β drift
changes revealed by this model configuration are subdomi-
nant to other mechanisms.

These simulations have a well-defined, low-latitude (near
15∘) TC genesis region that moves poleward with warming,
leaving an enlarged TC-free equatorial zone (Fig. 2d,e).
Interestingly, this is consistent with downscaled TC simula-
tions of substantially warmed, comprehensive BC GCM

simulations (Fig. 3 of [68]). It is also potentially relevant to
observed poleward shifts in TC statistics (e.g., [69]), though
the simulated poleward shift per unit of tropical warming is
about an order of magnitude smaller than observed. This type
of discrepancy implies either changes beyond those captured
by this model configuration are important or internal variabil-
ity is a substantial component of observed changes. One in-
terpretation of the poleward shift in genesis in simulations
with uniform thermal forcing is to consider it an expansion
of the Bforbidden^ near-equatorial zone where the require-
ment that the TC size is small enough to fit within a single
hemisphere is not met [64•]. As equilibrium TC size depends
on thermodynamic quantities, like potential intensity VPI or
the dry static stability (∝ N) that increase with warming, the
minimum required distance from the equator increases as this
storm size increases. However, the controls on TC size at
genesis likely differ from the better-understood equilibrium
size and spherical geometry has other factors that influence
genesis (weak time-mean divergent circulations and
convectively coupled waves).

Earth-Like Aquaplanets

Moving from uniform thermal forcing to Earth-like
aquaplanets, an extratropical baroclinic region with vertical
wind shear emerges (Fig. 1c–d) and strong time-mean diver-
gent circulations shape the tropical regions favorable for TC
genesis (Fig. 3b, c, e). One could systematically vary the me-
ridional SST gradient to connect these regimes, a parameter
variation that Fedorov et al. [70•] examined. They found that
extratropical regions of warm-core cyclone (TC) activity (near
≈ 40∘) was eliminated when the equator-to-pole SST contrast
was increased from a small value of 14K to a value more
characteristic of Earth’s late summer of 23K.

For interactive SST BCs, aquaplanets with Earth-like ther-
mal forcing have been performed with perpetual equinox, per-
petual annual mean, or seasonally varying insolation. As is
well known observationally, the seasonal cycle is important
for TCs. The seasonal cycles of the general circulation and
surface climate in aquaplanets with slab ocean BCs depend
on the surface heat capacity, and these sensitivities are the
subject of investigation in and of themselves (e.g., [71–73]).
Therefore, time-independent, hemispherically asymmetric
forcing (akin to perpetual late-summer conditions) has been
used for Earth-like aquaplanets in TC research. This is also
computationally advantageous, as a shorter spin-up time is
required to reach an equilibrated climate state (≈ 5 years rather
than ≈ 10 years).

As the degree of hemispheric asymmetry is varied in Earth-
like aquaplanets, there are large sensitivities in TC activity. In
the hemispherically symmetric case, there may be little TC
activity because the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ)
and concomitant high free-tropospheric humidity are on the
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equator, where the Coriolis parameter is zero. Figure 3
(bottom) shows the increase in TC genesis as the ITCZ is
displaced from the equator [42]. These simulations have
time-independent hemispherically symmetric insolation and
a hemispherically asymmetric prescribed cross-equatorial
ocean heat transport convergence, following Kang et al.
[44]. As the cross-equatorial ocean heat transport is increased
(shown in gray symbols), the ITCZ shifts further off equator
and the number of TCs increases strongly: In this GCM, it is a
≈ 40% increase per degree latitude ITCZ shift (measured by
the latitude of maximum precipitation [42]). We note that the
simulations with more poleward ITCZ latitudes also have
wider convergence zones (see review by [74]), a factor that
may also be conducive to TC genesis as the meridional scale
of the high humidity region is larger.

The Earth-like aquaplanet simulations shown in Fig. 3d
have a distinctive response to radiatively forced warming.
For an unchanged value of cross-equatorial ocean heat trans-
port, there is an increase in TC genesis. This stands in contrast
to comprehensively configured version of this GCM. The in-
crease in aquaplanet TCs arises as a result of the competing
effects of warming, which tends to reduce genesis with un-
changed ITCZ location, and a poleward ITCZ shift, which can
occur with constant cross-equatorial ocean heat transport be-
cause of atmospheric radiative feedbacks and stratification
changes [75•], that tends to increase genesis. This is captured
by the following partial sensitivities for the global TC number
N:

N−1∂N=∂ϕI≈40% ∘latð Þ−1 ð1Þ
N−1∂N=∂T≈−10%K−1; ð2Þ
with ITCZ latitude ϕI and tropical-mean surface temperature
T. For this GCM, the ITCZ shifts in response to warming by
about + 0.6∘latK− 1, implying the ITCZ-related increase is
larger than the decrease in TCs fromwarming with unchanged
ITCZ position. Figure 3f shows this simple estimate of how
the number of TCs in the simulations with Earth-like CO2 and
solar constant would be expected to change if the warming
sensitivity was taken into account (downward pointing arrows
in Fig. 3f). For example, the 4 × CO2 simulation has an ITCZ
near 11∘ (purple square in Fig. 3f) and is ≈ 3K warmer in the
tropics than the 1 × CO2 with similar ITCZ latitude (second
darkest gray circle in Fig. 3f), implying a ≈ 30% reduction of
TCs would be expected from warming (2). The reduction in
explicitly simulated TCs in the 4 × CO2 simulation (purple
square in Fig. 3f) is indeed approximately consistent with the
estimated reduction (purple circle in Fig. 3f). It is an intriguing
possibility that the mechanism underlying the reduction in
genesis with unchanged ITCZ position in the Earth-like
aquaplanets is the same as that of the aquaplanet with uniform
thermal forcing; this has not been investigated and is a prom-
ising direction toward building confidence in the robustness of

comprehensive GCM results, which typically have genesis
reductions in warming scenarios.

The poleward ITCZ shift in response to CO2 is a robust
response in Earth-like aquaplanet simulations, according to a
GCM intercomparison [75•]. We note that the seasonal sensi-
tivity of the ITCZ may respond differently than these Earth-
like aquaplanets with time-independent BCs. Systematic in-
vestigation of the TC genesis response to ITCZ latitude have
not been examined in other TC-permitting GCMs, an impor-
tant sensitivity to assess in other models.

The sensitivities appear broadly similar between CO2 and
solar radiative forcing in Fig. 3b. A closer examination reveals
that there is a larger increase in response to CO2-forced
warming than that of solar forcing [41]. This is related to a
radiative forcing agent dependence of the ITCZ shift: there is a
larger shift provoked by CO2, per unit warming or unit radia-
tive forcing, that arises from differences in the spatial structure
of the radiative forcing [41]. Solar forcing is larger magnitude
in low latitudes than CO2 forcing, which implies a more mod-
est ITCZ shift, according to energetic theories for ITCZ shifts
[76]. This is dynamical mechanism for radiative forcing agent
dependence of TC responses is distinct from proposed ther-
modynamic mechanisms associated with changes in potential
intensity changes [77, 78]. That thermodynamic mechanism
of radiative forcing agent dependence is related to variations
between solar and greenhouse forcing in altering tropical-
mean energy budgets [79, 80].

Here we have reviewed the genesis results in Earth-like
aquaplanets, but other aspects such as TC track, lifetime, av-
erage intensity (see [34]), influences of changes in the midlat-
itude atmospheric circulation, and extratropical transition are
fruitful avenues of future inquiry.

Outlook

The last decade of research has seen significant progress in
using idealized boundary condition (BC) configurations of
atmospheric models to simulate and understand tropical cy-
clones (TCs). A hierarchy of domains and thermal forcing
have filled a gap between the small-domain f -plane simula-
tions with uniform thermal forcing of a single-TC and the
global TC-permitting resolution GCM simulations with com-
prehensive Earth BCs (Fig. 1). This hierarchy includes large-
domain rotating radiative-convective equilibria, where a tur-
bulent equilibrium emerges with multiple TCs (Fig. 1b).
Dynamical effects of spherical geometry can then be intro-
duced in spherical (or β-plane) geometry simulations with
uniform thermal forcing, where a well-defined subtropical
TC genesis rate can be quantified because the β-drift propa-
gation mechanism is a TC removal mechanism from these
latitudes (Figs. 1c and 2b). Then, inhomogeneous thermal
forcing can be introduced in spherical domain simulations
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with zonally symmetric, but Earth-like thermal forcing and
BCs (BEarth-like^ aquaplanets). This creates extratropical re-
gions with meridional temperature gradients and the concom-
itant vertical wind shear, which are unfavorable for TCs, and
divergent circulations that shape favorable low-latitude re-
gions for TC genesis (Figs. 1d and 3b).

The results to date have shown environmental temperature
and rotation rate sensitivities, and large-scale circulation ef-
fects that are valuable for understanding TC sensitivities and
may help decompose the results of global GCM simulations
with comprehensive Earth BCs. Proceeding through the hier-
archy is also illustrative in highlighting sensitivities when
there are differences between configurations. For example,
large-domain rotating RCE, spherical geometry with uniform
thermal forcing, and comprehensive Earth BC simulations in
HiRAM have reduced numbers of TCs with warming when
perturbed by uniform SST increases, yet the Earth-like
aquaplanet has an increase in the number of TCs when a slab
ocean BC with an energetically consistent pattern of warming
emerges in response to increased CO2.

In the analysis of the HiRAM GCM, the sensitivity of
genesis frequency changes in the uniform thermal forcing is
broadly [40•] similar to the Earth-like aquaplanet response to
warming [42], which in turn, is broadly similar to comprehen-
sive BC perturbation simulations [9, 11]. This is suggestive of
the same underlying mechanism for the genesis changes, but
quantitative assessments of them (following, e.g., [81]) have
not been made across the hierarchy.

The Earth-like aquaplanet configuration naturally empha-
sizes the role of north-south (Hadley) circulation changes on
TCs. However, zonal asymmetries are important in determin-
ing the climatological TC activity [including low-frequency
variations 82, 83] and the zonal asymmetric component of
changes are important in comprehensive GCM simulations
of TC changes (e.g., Fig. 16 of [9]). An appealing direction
for further research is to introduce zonal asymmetries, either
with land surfaces [84•] or with oceanic lower BCs (see pre-
liminary explorations in [85, 86]).

Simulations across this range of model configurations have
been performedwith GCMs that parameterize convection and,
in certain configurations, with large-domain convection-per-
mitting resolution. These comparisons across model type are
suggestive of the utility of using idealized TC-permitting con-
figurations for model development. Concrete examples of this
include variable-resolution or stretched-grid dynamical cores
[87, 88] and approaches to make CRMs more computational
affordable [89]. The intercomparison of non-rotating RCE
[90•] may be extended to some of the idealized configurations
described here, such as uniform thermal forcing in spherical or
β-plane geometry. Last, it is worth noting that Earth-like
aquaplanet intercomparisons, such as that of CMIP5, typically
use hemispherically symmetric SST distributions that are un-
favorable for TC genesis. It is, therefore, advisable to

systematically include hemispherically asymmetric SST dis-
tributions in future aquaplanet intercomparisons.

Looking forward, there are a number of scientific questions
that are ripe for assessment in the idealized model configura-
tions described here. A central question of the tropical climate
involves the mechanisms and extent to which convection and
clouds aggregate [91, 92]. Temperature sensitivity of non-
rotating convective aggregation has been found in CRM and
GCM simulations [93, 94], which may have implications for
climate feedback processes. The introduction of rotation gives
rise to TCs and the intraseasonal Madden-Julian Oscillation
(MJO), and these may have distinct temperature sensitivity that
modify the extent to which the non-rotating aggregation results
carry over to the rotating sphere. Within the context of differ-
entially rotating geometry with uniform thermal forcing, a basic
question concerns the relative amplitudes and interactions be-
tween convection organized into Rossby waves, Kelvin waves,
MJO [62, 95], or TCs [39, 40•]. Across these phenomena (con-
vection to TCs to MJO), a common framework of analysis is to
consider moist static energy variance budgets [27, 81, 93, 95,
96]. Applying these diagnostics to aquaplanet simulations of
TCs is an important avenue to understanding how the processes
leading to organization in non-rotating or single-TC f -plane
simulations are affected as more Earth-like geometry and ther-
mal forcing are successively introduced.
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